The enantioselective interactions between chiral tetra-amidic receptors and nucleosides have been investigated by the ESI-IT-MS and ESI-FT-ICR-MS methodologies. Configurational effects on the CID fragmentation of diastereomeric [M is not. The most encouraging result concerning the measured fragmentation and kinetic differences between C and ara-C, that are just epimers, indicates the possibility to subtly modulate the non-covalent drug/receptor interactions, through the electronic properties of the 2'-substituent on the nucleoside furanose ring, and furthermore on its three-dimensional position.
Introduction
N atural nucleosides and their 2'-deoxy derivatives are physiologic buildings blocks of RNA and DNA polymers, respectively, and play key roles in biological environment as neuromodulators. For instance, adenosine is an ubiquitous purine nucleoside essential in the regulation of cardiovascular physiological functions [1, 2] . The therapeutic use of nucleosides analogs basically concerns chemotherapy. By acting as prodrugs, they can be phosphorylated in vivo to yield the relative nucleotides, which are the effective antimetabolite or "suicide" inhibitor, responsible of the termination in the synthesis of the DNAs and RNAs. Examples of pyrimidine nucleosides are cytarabine, natural product deriving from marine source [3] , and gemcitabine. The observed resistance to the mentioned drugs is being attributed to the abundance and distribution of nucleoside transporters (NTs), but also to the specific structure-activity relationship between the transmembranes transporters and anticancer or antiviral nucleosides [4] [5] [6] [7] . Furthermore, it is well known that the conformation of nucleosides may depend on 2'-substituent electronegativity [8] , and even the deviation from planarity of furanose ring may play a role in the recognition by NTs through the cell membrane.
The focus of the present paper is on the gas-phase investigation of the noncovalent interactions in the protonbound complexes between some physiological pyrimidine nucleosides and their analogues (A in Chart 1), and the protonated tetramide Y 2 W 2 -type receptors M X (Chart 1; Y=5-methoxyisophtalic acid, W=1,2-diphenyldiammine, M=R, S; X=H, D). The latter display amphiphilic properties attributable to the presence of four amidic bonds (Figure 1 ). Previous mass spectrometric study [9] , performed by us on noncovalent interactions in the proton-bound complexes between M X and some representative amino acids, indicated that M X may acquire different conformations in the gas phase by induced fit on complexation with the chiral aminoacidic guests. The gas phase investigation presented here is based on the application of two mass spectrometric approaches: the ESI-LIT mass spectrometry, to obtain some information on the relative stability of the diastereomeric [M + (n=1, 2) diastereoisomers toward a chiral amine. The use of labeled macrocycles in the CID experiments allows also to evaluate conceivable isotope effects on fragmentation. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the supramolecular effects induced by the encapsulation of several pyrimidine nucleosides. Low pressure regime of the above gas-phase experiments excludes perturbing solvent and counterion effects, thus maximizing the noncovalent network effect on the structure and the reactivity of the selected proton-bound complexes.
Materials and Methods
Enantiomerically pure compounds M were synthesized and purified by established procedures [10, 11] . The pure nucleosides dC, C, and ara-C were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Schnelldorf, Germany) and pure G from Aurora Fine Chemicals LLC (San Diego, CA, USA). Sigma-Aldrich provided the (R)-(−)-(B R ) and (S)-(+)-2-butylamine (B S ) as well.
ESI-IT-MS Experiments
The CID experiments on [M 
, together with an amount of the nucleoside A (2×10 -4 M) were infused via a syringe pump into the ESI source at a flow rate of 5 μL/min. ESI of the solutions leads to the formation of appreciable amounts of the corresponding proton-bound complexes (i.e., [M 
ESI-FT-ICR Experiments
The experiments were carried out at room temperature in an APEX II FT-ICR mass spectrometer fit with an ESI source (Apollo; Bruker, Milan, Italy) and a resonance cell ("infinity cell") located between the poles of a superconducting magnet (4.7 T). Stock methanolic solutions of M H (1×10 -5 M), each containing a 2-fold excess of the nucleoside (A) were electrosprayed through a heated capillary (130°C) into the external source of a FT-ICR mass spectrometer. The resulting ions were transferred into the resonance cell by using of a system of potentials and lenses and were quenched by collision with argon pulsed into the cell through a magnetic valve. ESI of M/A methanolic solutions leads to the formation of abundant signals, corresponding to the proton-bound [M + were allowed to react with the chiral amine B present in the cell at a fixed pressure, whose value ranged from 8.0×10
-9 to 4.0×10 -8 mbar depending upon its reactivity.
Results and Discussion

ESI-IT-MS Experiments
At two selected collision energies (14 % and 17 % values of normalized collision energy), the CID of the proton-bound homochiral [M (Figure 2c) . Incidentally, the H/D isotope effect in these systems seems fully offset by the opposite S/R configuration effect, both being relatively large in the hydrogenated adducts and relatively small in the deuterated analogues ( Figure 3) .
Compared with the homochiral [M + (A=dC, ara-C) accounts for the lack of any significant isotope effect. The most remarkable aspect regards the CID difference between the complexes with C and ara-C, since these molecules are epimers characterized by the same 2'-substituent, but oriented in opposite direction relative to the furanose ring.
It should be noted, in this connection, that fragmen-
+ that could explain the lack of any significant isotope effect on the fragmentation of their homochiral [S 
ESI-FT-ICR Experiments
With the aim to outline a comprehensive study of the tetramide/nucleosides interaction, we performed a complete ESI-FT-ICR investigation of the reactivity of the ESI-formed [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The studied reaction leads to the exclusive formation of the guest-addition products [M + complexes [18] .
The rate constant of the forward bimolecular step is denoted as k 1 , while that of the unimolecular adduct dissociation as k −1 (k −1 is negligible for A=C, G). value, measured at long delay time. The relative rate constants are reported in Table 1 .
The reaction enantioselectivity is defined by the ρ x = k x R /k x S (x=1 or −1) ratio, which expresses the effect of configuration of the host on the forward (x=1) and reverse (x=−1) steps of equation 1. A value of ρ x 91 indicates that the addition of B to isolated complexes, or the loss from them, is faster in the [R + . Obviously the opposite is true when ρ x G1. A value of ρ x =1 corresponds to equal reaction rates. The enantioselectivity is significant in both directions of the reversible reactions (A=dC, ara-C), while in the other cases does not significantly diverge from unity (Table 1) . Furthermore, there is substantially no difference between the results obtained with (S)-(−)-secbutylamine and (R)-(−)-sec-butylamine (not reported).
A strict correspondence is observed between the FT-ICR results and those from the IT-MS experiments. In both sets of experiments, the complexes with dC and ara-C show a similar behaviour, but completely different from that exhibited by the complexes with C and G, as guests.
+ complexes (A=dC, ara-C) reversibly react with sec-butylamine in the FT-ICR, and enantioselectively Scheme 2. Layout of standard kinetic FT-ICR (Delay I) followed by the equilibrium test on the re-isolated reaction product (Delay II) aggregates (A=C, G) neither reversibly uptake the secbutylamine, nor exhibit any chiral effect in the CID experiments. These results suggest the occurrence of two distinct isoforms of the examined supramolecules. A possible rationalization of the mass spectrometric results can be found in the dependence on both the 2'-substituent and the host's configuration of the arrangement that can be acquired from the studied supramolecules. As previously reported [20, 21] , the three-body complexes [M 2 •H•A] + (A=primary and secondary amines, ester of naphtylalanine) may tend to acquire two preferential arrangements, characterized by not very different energy:
(1) the Y-shaped isoform (Y; Figure 5a ), where the guest is located between the convex faces of the host molecules, and (2) the stacked-isoform (◊; Figure 5b (A=C, G) aggregates to lose preferentially A (ηG1) in the CID experiments may justify the hypothesis that they are characterized by a similar Y supramolecular structure. In this structure, the polar group could not be strictly involved in the noncovalent interactions with the nucleoside and, thus, are relatively prone to establish intense irreversible interactions with B. The looseness of the Y/nucleoside interactions may also account for the small enantioselectivity and isotope effect observed.
In contrast, the significant enantioselectivities measured both in the fragmentation and in the reaction kinetics for the [M
